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1 Partnership

1.1 Detailed list of participants

Inria Statify members

• Julyan Arbel: INRIA Senior researcher. His interests in the project are related to
Bayesian neural networks, Bayesian parametric and nonparametric statistics, and more
specifically approximate Bayesian computation (ABC). http://www.julyanarbel.com/

• Florence Forbes: INRIA Senior researcher, Head of the Statify team. Her interests in the
project are related to Bayesian parametric and nonparametric statistics, simulation-based
inference (SBI), ABC, clustering and regression techniques; in particular in non standard
cases, including high dimensionality, heavy tail modeling and missing observations. She
has been also working on medical imaging applications for many years.
http://mistis.inrialpes.fr/people/forbes

• Pedro Rodrigues: INRIA Junior researcher. His interests in the project are related to
Bayesian inverse problems, SBI, invertible neural networks and medical imaging applica-
tions. https://plcrodrigues.github.io/

• TrungTin Nguyen: Post-doc fellow. Tin started his post-doc in the team in January
2022. His interests in the project are related to ABC, mixtures of expert models, neural
networks and statistical model selection. https://trung-tinnguyen.github.io/

• Kostas Pitas: Post-doc fellow. Kostas started his post-doc in the team in February
2022. His interests in the project are related to Bayesian neural networks and theoretical
tools to study their properties. https://www.konstantinos-pitas.com/

• Pierre Wolinski: Post-doc fellow. Pierre started his post-doc in the team in January
2021. His interests in the project are related to Bayesian and approximate inference, in
particular in combination with neural networks. http://pierre-wolinski.fr/

• Louise Alamichel: PhD student, Statify and INRAE. Louise is supervised by J. Arbel
and G. Kon Kam King since October 2021. Her works deals with Bayesian nonparametric
models for genetic data. Thesis description

• Geoffroy Oudoumanessah: PhD student, Statify, Grenoble Institute of Neuroscience
(GIN) and Creatis lab. Geoffroy has been an intern in the team since Spring 2022 and has
started his PhD in October 2022. He is co-advised by F. Forbes, M. Dojat (GIN) and C.
Lartizien (Creatis). His work deals with online algorithms for non Gaussian clustering and
learning techniques for brain magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and anomaly detection.
Linkedin.

Other French members

• Gersende Fort: CNRS senior researcher, IMT, University of Toulouse. Her interests in
the project are related to stochastic approximation and optimization, online and federated
learning, sampling and Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) techniques.
https://perso.math.univ-toulouse.fr/gfort/

• Guillaume Kon Kam King: INRAE senior researcher. His interests in the project
are related to approximate Bayesian computation, Bayesian nonparametrics and mixture
models. Guillaume is also the co-advisor of Louise Alamichel.
https://sites.google.com/site/guillaumekonkamking/
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• Jean-Baptiste Durand: CIRAD Senior researcher, AMAP laboratory, Montpellier.
Jean-Baptiste has been in the Statify and the former Mistis team at Inria since their
creation. He is now, starting from September 2022, a researcher at CIRAD but will con-
tinue to collaborate with the team in particular on Bayesian modelling and applications.
His interests in the project are related to approximate Bayesian inference and statistical
model selection. New web page

Australian partners

• Hien Duy Nguyen: Senior Lecturer, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Hien fo-
cuses on optimization and computational techniques for estimation and inference in com-
plex data models. He is particularly devoted to the study of majorization–minimization
algorithms and stochastic variants, finite mixture models and related approaches, and
non-asymptotic methods for constructing hypothesis tests and confidence sets. Having
completed his PhD in 2015, his research output has consisted of 61 peer-reviewed papers,
13 conference papers, and 3 book chapters, which have collectively resulted in over 900
citations, and a H-index of 20. Hien previously was awarded a prestigious ARC DECRA
Fellowship in 2016. https://hiendn.github.io/

• Geoff McLachlan: Professor, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Geoff’s research
primarily consists of inferential methods of mixture models and their applications in com-
puter science, engineering, genetics, and medical settings. He is particularly known for
his popular books: The EM Algorithm and Extensions (with T. Krishnan), Finite Mix-
ture Models (with D. Peel), Analyzing Micro Gene Expression Data (with K-A Do, and
C. Ambroise), Discriminant Analysis and Statistical Pattern Recognition, and Mixture
Models: Inference and Applications to Clustering (with K. Basford). His research output
consists of over 200 peer-reviewed papers and over 50 conference papers that have collec-
tively resulted in over 56000 citations and a H-index of 61. In 2015, Geoff was honoured
with a Fellowship of the Australian Academy of Science for his academic achievements
and service. https://people.smp.uq.edu.au/GeoffMcLachlan/

• Sharon Lee: Senior Lecturer, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Sharon’s research
consists largely of the development of novel distributions for modeling complex heteroge-
neous data, with particular emphasis on the application and estimation of such models.
Her primary output consists of the characterization of skewness and heavy tail phenom-
ena via parametric probability models. Her work has appeared in top journals such as
Statistics and Computing and IEEE TNNLS, where it has attracted over 1000 citations.
Sharon was previously awarded a prestigious ARC DECRA Fellowship in 2015.
http://researchers.uq.edu.au/researcher/11675

• Chris van der Heide: Post-doc Fellow, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Since com-
pleting his PhD in 2016 at the University of Queensland, on the topic of partial differential
equations, Chris has conducted research as part of the nationwide ARC Centre of Excel-
lence for Mathematical and Statistical Frontiers. His research focuses on simulation and
optimization problems in large scale AI systems such as neural networks and normalizing
flow models [29]. His outputs include papers at top AI and machine learning outlets such
as the Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, AAAI and AISTATS.
http://researchers.uq.edu.au/researcher/15832

• Daniel Ahfock: Post-doc Fellow, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Daniel obtained
his PhD in 2019 at the University of Cambridge. He has since conducted research at the
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University of Queensland, under the guidance of Prof. Geoff McLachlan on the topic of
semi-supervised learning via finite mixture models and ML methods. He also has strong
research interests in Bayesian methods and matrix sketching approaches [28]. His research
has appeared in top journals such as Biometrika, Statistics & Computing, and Bayesian
Analysis. https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=mesoVwkAAAAJ

• Chris Drovandi: Professor in Statistics and Data Science, Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane. Chris currently holds an ARC Future Fellowship for his current
research in scalable and robust Bayesian methods for implicit statistical models. He has
particular interest in likelihood-free Bayesian approaches such as Approximate Bayesian
Computation and Bayesian Synthetic Likelihood, as well as sampling approaches, such as
sequential Monte Carlo methods. Chris was previously a recipient of an ARC DECRA
Fellowship in 2016, and his research has cumulatively resulted in over 2700 citations and
a H-index of 22. https://chrisdrovandi.weebly.com/

• Leah South (also known as Leah Price): Lecturer at Queensland University of Tech-
nology (QUT). Leah’s work is directed towards the Bayesian inference topics of Monte
Carlo variance reduction techniques, applications of Stein’s method, scalable Monte Carlo
methods, Approximate Bayesian Computation, and Sequential Monte Carlo sampling.
Leah has previously conducted research as a Senior Research Associate at Lancaster Uni-
versity and is the Secretary of the Computation Section of the International Society for
Bayesian Analysis. Since completing her PhD in 2019, Leah has accrued over 290 citations
from publications in major outlets, such as Biometrika, Bayesian Analysis, and the Journal
of Computational & Graphical Statistics. https://sites.google.com/view/leahsouth

• Darren Wraith: Associate Professor, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane.
Darren received his PhD in 2008 and spent five years working internationally, as a Post-
doc at Universite Paris-Dauphine and as a Research Engineer at Inria Grenoble Rhone-
Alpes. His research is spread across topics in statistical methodology, with particular
focus on mixture models, Bayesian inference, and high dimensional analysis, as well as
applied statistics and biostatistics, including research in problem gambling, environmental
sciences, and public health. Darren’s current research is funded by a prestigious ARC
Linkage Project grant, and he has previously been funded by the NHMRC: Australia’s
primary health research funding agency. Darren’s research has resulted in over 1500
citations and a H-index of 21. http://staff.qut.edu.au/staff/wraith/

• Mitchell O’Sullivan PhD student, co-advised by C. Drovandi and L. South. Mitchell
aims to develop new adaptive sequential Monte-Carlo ABC (SMC ABC) algorithms and
create a Julia package for SMC ABC methods, potentially including new methods devel-
oped by the partners, to make them more accessible for practitioners.
https://research.qut.edu.au/qutcds/staff/mitchell-osullivan/

• Ryan Kelly PhD student, co-advised by C. Drovandi and L. South on scalable and
robust Likelihood-Free Bayesian Inference. Ryan aims to consider scalable approaches for
likelihood-free inference, such as Bayesian synthetic likelihood (BSL) and neural network
based approaches, and advance them to make them robust to model misspecification.
One possible added value to the project is a similar approach to make the other partners’
methods (ABC) more robust. https://ryankellyaus.com/

• Kai Qin: Professor, Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne. Kai currently serves
as the Director of the Swinburne Intelligent Data Analytics Lab, the Deputy Director of
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the Space Technology and Industry Institute, and the Program Lead for Data Analytics
in the Data Science Research Institute. His primary research interests revolves around
the field of Computational Intelligence, where he is largely interested in computational
paradigms for solving complex real-world problems for which traditional methods are
infeasible or ineffective. Notably, he is interested in the study of neural networks and deep
learning systems, as well as remote sensing and computer vision applications. Kai is the
chair of the IEEE Neural Networks Technical Committee and the Vice-Chair of the IEEE
Emergent Technologies Task Force on “Multitask Learning and Multitask Optimisation”.
His research has collectively resulted in over 14000 citations and a H-index of 40.
http://www.alexkaiqin.org/

• David Frazier: Associate Professor in Econometrics and Business Statistics at Monash
University, and a current Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Early Career
Research Award (DECRA) Fellow. David’s research primarily focuses on the theoretical
and computational aspects of simulation-based Bayesian inference, where he has made
useful contributions to the underlying theory of simulation-based inference procedures such
as approximate Bayesian computation and Bayesian synthetic likelihood. His research has
featured in the most prestigious journals in statistics including Biometrika, Journal of the
American Statistical Association, and the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series
B. https://dtfrazier.netlify.app/

• Shu-Kay Angus Ng: Professor of Biostatistics, Griffith University, Brisbane. Angus
serves as a senior biostatistician in the Griffith University School of Medicine and Den-
tistry, where he applies his expertise in mixture modeling, random effects models, and
machine learning and survival analysis to develop inferential approaches for bioinformat-
ics, medical imaging, health economics, and clinical trials. Angus was appointed to the
ARC College of Experts in 2022, where he provides advice and guidance on the targets of
national research funding. Academically, Angus has an output of over 160 publications,
which have jointly resulted in over 11000 citations and a H-index of 40.
https://experts.griffith.edu.au/19026-shu-kay-angus-ng

1.2 Nature and history of the collaboration

This proposal follows the previous Associate Team: LANDER (2019–2022), whose full descrip-
tion is available on the team website. In the present proposal, WOMBAT, we plan to focus
on simulation-based inference (SBI) approaches combined with stochastic approximation (SA)
tools. The team composition includes many of the previous LANDER permanent researchers.
New faculty members include: Chris Drovandi and Leah South (also known as Leah Price)
from QUT, Brisbane, Shu-Kay Angus Ng from Griffith University, Brisbane, David Frazier
from Monash University, Melbourne, Gersende Fort from IMT, University of Toulouse, Guil-
laume Kon Kam King from INRAE and Pedro Rodrigues from Statify. Their expertise in
modern statistical techniques and algorithms will be invaluable. In particular, D. Frazier, C.
Drovandi and L. South already have a number of common works and they provide, with P. Ro-
drigues, capacity in SBI techniques. A. Ng, G. Fort and G. Kon Kam King lend their abilities
in statistical modelling, SA and stochastic optimization theory, respectively.

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the productivity of LANDER, in terms of collaborative
research output, has been commendable with a total of 15 peer-reviewed journal publications
and 7 conference papers; cf. the publication page, but travelling restrictions have limited the
success of our students and early career researchers exchange plans. Aside from new research
output, which we believe to be excellent, we plan to make the exchange component a key aim of
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our present project. Between the partner institutions, the current situation is quite favourable
to achieving this goal, as there are a good number of starting PhD students and experienced
post-doc fellows within the proposed team composition.

The complementary nature of the makeup of the previous LANDER team is detailed in the
2019 LANDER proposal. We thus limit our description of the new faculty members, here. G.
Fort is an expert in SA, stochastic processes, and online optimization, complementing the gap
in advanced expertise in these topics from the other French members. A new collaboration with
G. Fort on these topics has been initiated in early 2022, and has resulted on some preliminary
work with H. Nguyen and F. Forbes [11]. As part of the LANDER project, a 20-day visit to
UQ and QUT in Brisbane was organized for G. Fort and F. Forbes in April 2022. On the
visit, G. Fort gave a UQ Statistics, Modelling and Operations Research Seminar on the topic
of stochastic MM algorithms.

Towards our SBI targets, the participation of P. Rodrigues and G. Kon Kam King is natural
due to their highly relevant research in the area. P. Rodrigues joined the Statify team in 2021
as a junior INRIA researcher. He is already an expert in SBI approaches, where he brings a
perspective that is more colored by machine learning and neural networks than the Bayesian
modeling focus of the rest of the team. His computational know-how and his knowledge of
neuroscience also lend useful insight to the team, as we consider applications of our developed
methodology. G. Kon Kam King has strong collaboration with the Statify team on ABC and
Bayesian nonparametrics. He is currently involved in the PhD thesis of Louise Alamichel.

The collaboration of D. Frazier, C. Drovandi and L. South is logical as they are constant
and regular contributors towards SBI and ABC research, often being present at ABC sessions at
major conferences. Of particular note, recently, F. Forbes was invited to give a talk on SBI and
ABC at the QUT Center for Data Science, at the Distinguished Visitor Seminar, and both F.
Forbes and C. Drovandi were recently invited to the ABC session at the O-Bayes conference in
September 2022. We also expect great outcomes from the software development know-how of L.
South and C. Drovandi, as exemplified, in particular, by the highly popular BSL R package that
would be a natural locus for our collaborative contributions. Two of their current PhD students,
K. Ryan and M. O’Sullivan will also be of great help in making our potential developments more
efficient and more visible.

To further assisting in our SA, stochastic optimization, and scalable optimization research,
we have also saught the participation of A. Ng, from Griffith University. A. Ng is actively
engaged with research in stochastic algorithms for feasible and scalable optimization, and has a
strong history of research, together with G. McLachlan, on the topic of scalable EM algorithms
[53, 54]. A. Ng will also contribute to the project via his experience of conducting biostatistical
inference for biological imaging studies.
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2 Scientific program

2.1 Context

Many inferential tools, such as machine learning algorithms and statistical models, require the
estimation of model parameters, structures, quantities, and properties, from data. In practice,
it is common that model characterizations are available through high-fidelity simulations of the
data generating processes, but only through “black-boxes” that are poorly suited for optimiza-
tion under uncertainty or conventional statistical inference procedures. The main statistical
challenge is that model likelihoods are typically intractable or unavailable in closed form. Ap-
proaches suited for these scenarios are typically referred to as likelihood-free or simulation-based
inference (SBI) methods, and have received a great deal of attention in recent years, with mo-
mentum coming from mixing of ideas from the interface between statistics and machine learning
[63, 75]. However, most SBI methods scale poorly when the number of observations is too large,
which makes them unsuitable for modern data, which are often acquired in real time, in an
incremental nature, and are often available in large volume.

Computation of inferential quantities in an incremental manner may be forcibly imposed
by the nature of data acquisition (e.g. streaming and sequential data) but may also be seen
as a solution to handle larger data volumes in a more resource friendly way, with respect to
memory, energy, and time consumption. To produce feasible and practical online algorithms for
streaming data and complex models, we propose to study the family of stochastic approximation
(SA) algorithms [61] that encompass and extend upon a wide variety of current algorithmic
frameworks for optimization-based fitting of statistical and machine learning models. We are
particularly interested in modern approaches that incorporate variance reduction techniques,
as per [84]. Further, we plan to investigate the possibility to efficiently re-use simulations
from one inferential problems to another, a quality which is referred to as amortization, and
particularly useful when simulations are costly. We will then aim at combining both features,
by incorporating active or sequential learning schemes in the inference process. Among SBI
approaches, we will focus on approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) [85], Bayesian synthetic
likelihood (BSL) [86, 37], and invertible neural networks [70, 82].

The overall goal of the project is to combine recent ideas from the SBI and SA literature, to
propose efficient methods for handling complex inferential problems. We shall demonstrate our
approaches via applications to problems in challenging domains, such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) (G. Oudoumanessah’s PhD with GIN and Creatis [52, 56]) or road network
management (collaborations with Dr. Long Truong, La Trobe University [57, 49]) as initial
targets. So doing, we hope to achieve both breakthroughs in applied methodology and the
development of new SBI and SA techniques that wide-spread applicability.

2.2 Objectives (for the three years)

Our objectives can be summarized into three categorical themes: 1) The combination of existing
methods to mitigate their respective limitations and leverage their strengths; 2) The establish-
ment of theoretical properties to understand and guarantee the performance of existing and new
approaches; and 3) The Design of new approaches. Details are given in the next section.

1. Determination of the ways in which SBI principles and constraints can be
combined with stochastic optimization approaches in order to generate useful and
practical methods for inference of complex models. More specifically, we plan to con-
sider:

1.1 Online and Mini-Batch Majorization–Minimization (MM) algorithms.
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1.2 Stochastic multi-task learning.

2. Establishment of theoretical properties and extension of existing stochastic
algorithms in order to understand their, capabilities, performance, and limitations.
More specifically, we aim at establishing:

2.1 Generic ABC consistency-like results.

2.2 Online model selection tools for streaming data.

3. Design new amortized SBI schemes. More specifically, we target the development of:

3.1 Amortized ABC and BSL schemes.

3.2 Invertible neural networks for approximate Bayesian inference.

2.3 Work-program (for the first year)

During the first year, we will mainly focus on Tasks 1.1, 2.1 and 3.1, with the following
directions. We also provide a brief description of the three other tasks.

1.1. Online and Mini-Batch Majorization–Minimization (MM) algorithms
Participants: Seniors AN, DW, FF, GF, GM, HD, SL. Post-docs CH, DA, TN, PW. Stu-

dent GO.

The problems associated with the incremental access of data can be handled with stochas-
tic approximation (SA) and incremental sample averaging. A powerful class of algorithms for
solving optimization problems is the class of majorization-minimization (MM) algorithms that
subsumes many other common classes, such as the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms,
proximal point algorithms, convex–concave procedures, and block-coordinate descent, among
many others [74]. For a certain class of models (e.g., exponential family distributions and
their mixtures), online EM solutions have been widely studied and applied, including by team
members, e.g. [62, 51, 17, 10]. Of particular interest is the ability to adapt the more general
MM algorithm framework via SA constructions [77, 83], which can generate a wide range of
algorithms for incremental and real-time data inference beyond exponential family models. In
the first year, building on positive preliminary work [11], we will seek to design stochastic MM
algorithms, in particular for mixture of experts (MoE) models. MoEs are already used in our
recent work on ABC [9] via the so-called GLLiM model [24]. One aim is to improve the GLLiM
implementation, currently based on a batch EM algorithm, by considering SA and online MM
approaches to improve computation time and memory usage, and to extend its applicability to
streamed data. As a result, we also expect to contribute to the theoretical understanding of
stochastic MM algorithms in more general use cases.

2.1. A generic ABC consistency-like result
Participants: Seniors CD, DF, FF, GF, HN, JA, GK. Post-docs CH, DA, TN, KP.

Approximate Bayesian inference can typically be described as the provision of approxima-
tions of intractable posterior distributions. Upon definition of an approximation approach, the
subsequent pseudo or quasi-posterior distributions require study in terms of their theoretical
properties. A natural locus of investigation is the establishment of consistency of distribu-
tion sequences, and concentration of the mass of such sequences upon the true parameters
of the underlying data generating processes. More specifically, by focusing our attention on
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discrepancy-based ABC methods, as a follow up of our results in [16], we plan to investigate
the recent unifying framework proposed in [66], which analyses a number of discrepancy-based
ABC schemes via the concept of integral probability metrics and Rademacher’s complexity.

3.1. Amortized Approximate Bayesian computation and Bayesian Synthetic
Likelihood schemes

Participants: Seniors CD, DF, FF, HN, LS, PR, GK, JBD. Post-docs CH, DA, TN. Stu-
dents LA, RK, MO.

As an outcome of LANDER, we developed an ABC approach [9] that exhibits amortization
properties via the use of the GLLiM inverse regression approach [24]. An interesting follow-up
to our work is to investigate the use of GLLiM in the context of synthetic likelihood (SL) ap-
proaches. When used in a Bayesian framework, SL techniques can be viewed as alternatives
to ABC, in which the intractable likelihoods are replaced by estimators of the likelihoods [37].
Since the seminal work of [86], several estimators have been proposed [55, 33, 48, 35], often de-
rived from auxiliary models [50]. In our ABC work [9], GLLiM is used to provide approximate
posteriors, but these posteriors are themselves obtained from approximate likelihoods that can
lead to new SL procedures that can be fruitfully investigated.

Tasks for the following years

1.2. Stochastic multi-task learning
Participants: Seniors AN, FF, GF, HN, KQ. Post-docs CH, DA, PW. Students GO.

We plan to consider multi-tasking in an online MM, and more generally, an SA context.
The multi-task setting can be used in various modes, following differing justification. Mimick-
ing the setting described in [59], we will consider multi-task updates, in which each task obtains
information from the other tasks via some transmission mechanism. We will first consider the
case where all tasks target the same objective but may differ in their initialization, stepsize,
their use of data, etc. The efficiency of their combination may depend on their number and the
relative mechanisms of transfer of information between them. We propose to investigate differ-
ent strategies that may result in more robust online algorithms that are less prone to arbitrary
hyperparameter choices.

2.2. Online model selection for streaming data
Participants: Seniors AN, CH, CD, DW, FF, GF, GM, HN, SL, JBD. Post-docs TN. Stu-

dents GO.

This is a task that presents numerous challenges but is worthwhile due to its wide impact,
as model selection in practice is often equivalent to data-driven hyperparameter tuning, which
is ubiquitous in modern learning machines and models. How we decide on the best model for a
dataset without seeing all data points at once will be a central question of this research task.
The challenge is that traditional information criteria such as BIC and AIC require estimation
of the parameters that changes iteratively as more data are revealed to the practitioner. It is
not yet clear to us which approach is the most promising, e.g. revisiting the Bayes factors [69]
definition to investigate a recursive BIC computation, focus instead on non-asymptotic criteria
like the slope heuristic [12], or attempt a Bayesian non-parametric [23] modelling not to com-
mit to a specific model choice. Work on dynamic estimation such as [80, 73] also present good
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starting points. Another promising avenue is the recently explored order confidence framework
of [32].

3.2 Invertible neural networks for approximate Bayesian inference
Participants: Seniors CD, DF, FF, HN, JA, KQ, PR, JBD. Post-docs CH, DA, KP. PW.

Students RK, MO.

Lastly, aside from the family of mixture of experts (MoE) models that we have used in our
ABC work [9], mixture density networks [60] or normalizing flows [64, 70, 71, 29] are neural
networks that have already been used in SBI to directly approximate likelihoods or posteriors.
These approaches include sequential neural posterior estimation (SNPE), SNPE-A [81], SNPE-
B [76], SNPE-C or AFT [65]. However, these methods do not scale well with the dimensionality.
Overall, it is not clear whether the gain/compromise in flexibility/tractability would be pos-
itively or negatively comparable to Gaussian mixtures or MoEs, and a fair comparison of all
these methods features would be of practical interest.

3 Data Management Plan

The project is mainly on developing new models and methods, that would be first validated
on simulated or synthetic benchmark data, e.g. [75]. If successful, the next step would be to
apply the models on real data and possibly to contribute to some more applied work. More
specifically, in the context of G. Oudoumanessah’s PhD, we are likely to use medical images
from the M. J. Fox foundation, PPMI, and a local AGIR-Park study [52, 56]. This data will be
used only locally by the French partners, and no transfer or exchange of data is planned in the
project. The AGIR-Park data are maintained by the Grenoble Institute of Neuroscience and
will not be hosted by the Inria team.

More generally, other sources of data are possible but have not been precisely identified yet.
They will most probably not be hosted by the partners. As a consequence, no legal risks related
to data ownership and transfer have been identified.

More details on the medical image databases:
PPMI. Data that may be used to illustrate our models can be obtained from the Parkinson’s

Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI) database . For up-to-date information on the study, visit
http://www.ppmi-info.org. The Progression Parkinson’s Marker Initiative [79] is a landmark
study collaborating with partners around the world to create a robust open-access data set and
biosample library to speed scientific breakthroughs and new treatments.

PPMI - a public-private partnership - is funded by the Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkin-
son’s Research and funding partners, including Abbvie, Allergan, Avid Ra- diopharmaceuticals,
Biogen, BioLegend, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Celgene, Denali, GE Healthcare, Genentech, Glaxo-
SmithKline, Lilly, Lundbeck, Merck, Meso Scale Discovery, Pfizer, Piramal, Prevail Therapeu-
tics, Roche, Sanofi Genzyme, Servier, Takeda, Teva, UCB, Verily, Voyager Therapeutics and
Golub Capital.

AGIR-Park study. This dataset is hosted at Grenoble institute of neuroscience. It is a
lot smaller compared to PPMI with only 8 controls subjects and 20 patients. All images have
been acquired on a Phillips 3T scanner at the IRMaGe platform in Grenoble. This study is
composed of 11 females and 9 males de novo PD patients that are between 53 and 92 years
old, and 4 healthy females and males who are between 47 and 82 years old. All participants
provided written informed consent to the study. The study was approved by the local ethical
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committee (Comit. de Protection des Personnes Sud-Est V, ID RCB-2012-A00310-43 and ID
RCB-2014- A01835-42) and registered with ClinicalTrial.gov (NCT02488395).

4 Budget

4.1 Budget (for the first year)

The estimation of the budget for 2023 is done using the following data:

• Cost for welcoming a researcher at Inria: 1000 euros / 10 days.

• Cost for welcoming a researcher in Brisbane: 2000 euros / 20 days.

• Return ticket France - Australia: 2000 euros

Total estimated costs: 17500 euros

• 20-day visit of TT Nguyen, Inria post-doc fellow, to UQ and QUT, April 2023, Tasks 1.1
and 2.1.
Cost = 2000 + 2000 = 4000 euros (Inria).

• 20-day visit of G. Oudoumanessah, Inria PhD student, to UQ and QUT, June 2023, Task
1.1.
Cost = 2000 + 2000 = 4000 euros (Inria).

• 10-day visit of C. Drovandi or L. South, QUT researchers to Grenoble, Sept. 2023, Task
3.1.
Cost = 2000 + 1000 = 3000 euros (Inria).

• 10-day visit of G. McLachlan or S. Lee, UQ researchers to Grenoble, July. 2023, Task 1.1.
Cost = 2000 + 1000 = 3000 euros on UQ funds.

• 20-day visit of H. Nguyen, UQ researcher to Grenoble, July. 2023, Task 1.1 and 2.1.
Cost = 2000 + 1500 = 3500 euros on UQ funds.

Funding requested from Inria: 17500 - 6500 = 11000 euros

Total budget request for year 1 (Inria funding):. 11000 euros
Total amount of secured co-funding : 6500 euros.

Many of the Australian researchers are funded via various grant programs and thus a significant
proportion of the collaborative travel plans will be borne by the individual researchers that are
taking part in the activities.

4.2 Tentative Budget for second and third year

We expect a similar planning of 3 Inria-funded visits a year for the following years:
Year 2 estimated budget for Inria: 11000 euros
Year 3 estimated budget for Inria: 11000 euros
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4.3 Strategy to get additional funding

No additional funding has been secured yet. We are still looking for opportunities. Some are
listed below. We hope the existence of the associate team will help in the future to more easily
obtain this kind of funding by formalizing and increasing the visibility of the collaboration.

• To our knowledge, the only regular funding program between France and Australia are
listed on the French Embassy web site (link). It seems that there are mainly one program
we could apply for, FASIC program that covers only a France to Australia mobility and
is for PhDs after 2002 (maximum amount 7800 euros).

• Other possibilities include the Inria international chair program but the number of grants
is quite limited too.

• Besides, it seems possible to get some funding (travel money) locally for the Australian
researchers for mobility and career development. Typically, in 2015 Darren Wraith got
some funding from his university to spend 2 weeks in Grenoble.

• We intend to organise a workshop on ABC, SBI and other computational Bayesian meth-
ods which will be organised and funded through the MATRIX research program. Our
expression of interest is currently under preparation and will be submitted concurrently
with this project.

• Together with Xin Guo at the University of Queensland, F. Forbes, G. Fort, and H.
Nguyen have leveraged the success of the LANDER team to apply for an ARC Discovery
Project, asking for 505,079 AUD, funded over 3 years, which will provide funding for
a post-doc fellow and PhD student to work on SA and MM algorithms research. This
grant, if successful when announced late in 2022, will provide significant funding towards
the goals, plans, and activities of the WOMBAT team.

• Although it is not possible to mention a formal commitment at this stage, we hope to
get funding from the Centre for Data Science (CDS) at QUT. It is likely that CDS could
provide additional funding towards travel (particularly for students and early career re-
searchers), and possibly short terms research assistants, and also a critical mass of re-
searchers that might end up contributing to the research.

• Similarly, QUT has a program where co-funding of a joint PhD student can be guaranteed
if an international institution is paying the other half. In Grenoble, such a possibility exists
via some Idex call.

5 Added value

Both sides have expertise in statistical methods and complementary expertise in simulation-
based inference and stochastic optimisation. The team consists of a good balance between
theoretical and more applied competencies, on both French and Australian sides. The Aus-
tralian partners have considerable backgrounds in EM and MM algorithms, specifically for
solving clustering problems in non-Gaussian data settings, as well as backgrounds in statistical
model selection, and Monte Carlo methods. The team also has acknowledged proficiency in sta-
tistical software development, and open source software production for the research community
at large. The French partners provide complementary expertise in non-parametric statistics,
Bayesian approaches, Graphical models, Markov chains, and stochastic approximation. On the
application side, both the French and Australian partners have been engaged in neuroimaging
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and MRI research. G. McLachlan and H. Nguyen have access to the resources and know-how
from the Centre for Advanced Imaging at UQ, and H. Nguyen has strong connections with the
SIMEXP group at the CRIUGM in Montreal and the Mouse Imaging Centre in Toronto. The
Statify team has an active collaboration with the Grenoble Institute of Neuroscience for many
years.

The added value of our association will be the ability to collectively combine our resources
and data in order to develop tools that are more ubiquitous and universal than those that we
could individually produce. The association will result in significant progress in the targeted
applications and methodological developments.

Further, we hope to be able to exchange students on a regular basis. In particular, we
wish to allow new Masters and PhD students to initiate topics covered by the team, as well as
provide current PhDs and post-doc fellows the opportunity to extend their research experience
and networks with short and longer term visits. Another objective is to organize a regular
workshop on the associate team topics or special sessions at the ERCIM-CMSTATS or JSM
conferences with the team partners. Here, we are currently actively engaged with the MATRIX
Institute to organise such sessions.

6 Previous Associate Teams

F. Forbes and H.D. Nguyen were the PIs of the LANDER associate team (2019-2022).

7 Impact

Industrial prospects is not the primary goal of this collaboration but we will welcome any
opportunities. We expect they may come from two main sources. Part of the proposed research
may be useful to the Inria ROAD-AI Defi with Cerema, in which the Statify team is involved
(J. Iollo’s PhD). It should also be very relevant to the discussions between Inria and Nokia on a
common federated learning project. Statify takes part on the discussions and the planned work
on SA and MM in WOMBAT may directly benefit to our participation [25].

More generally, the research will generate mathematical and computational tools for con-
ducting data analysis and inference that are directly applicable to a broad range of applied
fields. We will work closely with experts from medical science, neuroscience (G. Oudoumanes-
sah’s PhD), transportation and infrastructure science, among others, to guarantee the usefulness
of our methodological developments.

These algorithms can also be usefully applied to conducting real-time inference in critical
domains, such as weather forecasting, water resources management, and logistics planning.
Furthermore, the methodology permits the construction of feasible algorithms for the analysis
of very large data sets that often arise in biological and spatial image analysis, bioinformatics,
and social sciences data.

8 Intellectual Property Right Management

We plan to disseminate our results through the usual media including scientific journals, con-
ferences, workshops, and seminars. Publications will be co-signed under the usual rules of our
respective institutions. There will be public and pre-print versions of our manuscripts available
on open-access repositories such as hal and arXiv. Our software development will follow the
open-source access model and will be made available through dedicated servers, such as git-
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lab.inria.fr or a similar service. We will also seek to publish our software on public repositories
such as CRAN (the Comprehensive R Archive Network).

8.1 Background

Besides information already publicly available from the website, publications and software of
each group, there is no specific background to be listed here. However, this is subject to be
updated during the project by mutual agreement, if necessary.

Publications will follow traditional usage and cite previous works accordingly. During the
project, each group expect to develop and use open source software.

8.2 Protective measures

The goal of the project is to exchange methodological tools and expertise with no confidential
aspects a priori. The partners have already several years of research collaboration and know
each other well. We do not at this stage identify real risks but the measures we can consider
include to plan ”convention de stage” or ”convention d’accueil” for visitors.

In addition, if need be, depending on the project development, it will always be possible to
sign a more formal collaborative research program agreement between the different parties, that
could define the rights and obligations of the coordinators and the team members, in terms of
the protection and use of results and associated intellectual property rights.

9 Ethical Issues

After consultation of the Coerle contact points in Grenoble, neither ethical nor legal risks have
been identified for this project.

10 Others

For this associate team, specific efforts will be made to exchange students through visits of PhD
students and post-doc fellows from the team but also through internships for new students.
Previous attempts have been made in the LANDER team in 2019 with a common Master
project proposed, but which was not conclusive probably for lack of proper advertisement. In
the following years, the pandemics prevent from any similar plan. However, during the last visit
of F. Forbes at QUT in April 2022, new interested Australian students have been identified and
we plan to propose new internship possibilities for them.
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